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LAUNCHING “WO 4G+”
To support the “Internet+” Strategy of the nation and seize the development opportunities of the fast
growing mobile Internet, China Unicom (Hong Kong) Limited (the “Company”) will launch “WO
4G+” on 8 December 2015. “WO 4G+” includes five aspects, namely 4G+ network, 4G+ products,
4G+ terminals, 4G+ channels and 4G+ operation. The Company will strive to provide data
communication services with faster speed and higher quality to fully upgrade customers’ experience
anytime and anywhere. As a key support for “WO 4G+”, the Company will focus its resources to
accelerate the 4G network construction with full strength and concurrently explore the expansion of
co-building and sharing of infrastructure facilities to optimise resources allocation. By fast
expanding the 4G network coverage and fast enhancing network quality within a relatively short
period, the Company aims to establish a leading 4G premium network of the industry.
In the meantime, investors are advised to exercise caution in dealing in the securities of the
Company.

By Order of the Board of
China Unicom (Hong Kong) Limited
Yung Shun Loy Jacky
Company Secretary
Hong Kong, 7 December 2015
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements contained in this announcement may be viewed as “forward-looking statements”
within the meaning of Section 27A of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) and Section 21E
of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (as amended). Such forward-looking statements are
subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual
performance, financial condition or results of operations of the Company to be materially different
from any future performance, financial condition or results of operations implied by such
forward-looking statements. In addition, we do not intend to update these forward-looking
statements. Further information regarding these risks, uncertainties and other factors is included in
the Company’s most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and in the Company’s other filings with the SEC.
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